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1. Certification of Applicants for Interviews 

When a regular position is approved for filling from an eligibility list, 
the college o division will request certification of names. The Personnel 
Operations Branch will certify names according to the "Rule of Three Ranks."

2. "Rule of Three Ranks" 

The Personnel Operations Branch will certify the names of eligibles within 
the first three ranks who are ready and willing to accept an offer to 
interview for the position. In addition, all names from the appropriate 
transfer (change of location) list must be certified; names from the 
appropriate reinstatement list may also be certified.

3. Exhausted List  . A list will be considered "exhausted" when only two names 
remain on the list. Selection may be made from an exhausted list, although 
those remaining eligibles have no right to selection. If no appointment is 
made from the exhausted list, a provisional assignment may be requested and 
a new examination will be initiated.

4. Interview and Selection  .

a. If an eligible cannot be contacted by   telephone, the assigning 
location must use the availability letter outline in Personnel guide 
B511; the letter must be sent in via U.S. mail, with a copy forwarded to 
Personnel Operations Branch along w-. the Report of Vacancy Filled (See 
Section 4c below).    If an eligible within the top three ranks either 
refuses an interview offer or does not respond to an Availability, 
Letter within 3 working days of the Mailing, the next rank will be 
certified if there are no other eligibles remaining in the rank; if 
there is more than one eligible in rank, the refusal of one of those 
eligibles will not cause another rank to be certified.

b. When an eligible accepts the offer of a position, the Personnel 
Operations Branch should be notified immediately so that the person's 
name will not be certified to the other locations.

c. When an appointment is made to a position, the college or division must 
prepare a Request for Personnel Action and the Report of Vacancy Filled 
(Form C1043). The Report must list each name in the order certified by 
the Personnel Operations Branch. The Report of Vacancy Filled should be 
mailed to the Personnel Operations Branch as soon as employment 
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processing is completed. The Report submitted by the location will be 
compared with a similar document maintained by the Personnel Operations 
Branch during the certification process outlined above. 

5. Employment Processing. Prior to beginning service with the District, the 
employment processing procedures must be completed. A new assignment will 
not be processed until the necessary forms are fully completed and on file 
in the Personnel Operations Branch. 
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